The letter by Johnson & Johnson highlights important clinical variations on how sleep centers conduct titration studies to treat obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)/upper airway resistance syndrome (UARS). The American Academy of Sleep Medicine recommends decreasing the Respiratory Disturbance Index (RDI= total apneas+hypopneas+RERAs) to below 5 events/h. However, these subtle RERA (respiratory effortrelated arousal) breathing events are largely ignored by most sleep centers that instead appear to focus exclusively on decreasing the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) [1] . Note Johnson & Johnson raised the issue of RERAs/RDI and their treatment, yet later only mention AHI and do not describe how they resolve RERAs to bring the RDI < 5.
Nonetheless, eliminating RERAs is not straightforward, and we have found CPAP wanting as it almost invariably triggers expiratory pressure intolerance (EPI) when pressures are raised to eliminate RERAs. This phenomenon of EPI is most notable in mental health patients with OSA/UARS, the cases we have specialized in treating for a quarter century. EPI is associated with objectively disrupted sleep quality (more sleep stage transitions, less REM consolidation, and greater arousal activity or awakenings [2] ); and, adaptive servo-ventilation (ASV) use has been associated with reversal of these sleep architecture abnormalities [2] . Indeed, among 4000+ cases of CPAP failure referred to us for second opinions, in every instance patients presented with EPI or central apneas or both on their first titration study, despite actively having been using CPAP for months or years [3] . This phenomenon is most pronounced in trauma patients who described EPI as "drowning in air." From our perspective, reliance on CPAP in a sizeable proportion of OSA/UARS patients violates the dictum, primum non nocere. Accordingly, 15 years ago we ceased use of CPAP and switched all patients to bilevel modes.
In our study, we proved ASV was superior to CPAP in yielding not only greater reductions in RERAs/RDI, but also in yielding significantly greater time spent with normalized breathing-a new metric we devised to highlight the value of looking at airflow improvement as opposed to residual breathing events [4] . Unfortunately, no evidence-based standard in the field of sleep medicine defines normalised breathing, thus we offered this metric as a starting point to guide further research. Clinically, we use the model developed by Condos et al. to round the airflow curve [5] as a consistently useful approach to fine-tune pressurised air settings. The vast majority of our patients are prescribed auto-bilevel or ASV, following manual titration of auto-adjusting technology in the sleep lab. This manual override of the auto-adjusting technology is a nuanced approach to ensure RERAs are eliminated while preventing EPI.
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